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Introduction & motivation
Malaria infection risk is largely driven by human behavior and its evaluation requires

considerations on biological and ecological aspect juxtaposed with behavioral and
environmental conditions.
The study of social surveys allows targeting conditions that favor malaria diffusion, de-
termining risk profiles, and driving malaria mitigation and prevention strategies.
We propose a novelMultivariate Mixed Membership model taking into account differ-
ent sets of correlated risk-related variables.

In our application we consider to broad risk domains

�Behavioural risk (e.g. use of insecticide and presence/absence of crop on the settle).
� Environmental risk (e.g. quality of roof, walls and housing).

Multivariate Mixed Membership Models
The proposed model can be expressed using the following hierarchical representation
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� gj ∈ {1, . . . , G} for j = 1, . . . , p is a group indicator for the variables.

�P is a multivariate distribution for the profiles such that each λ
(g)
i is defined on a

simplex.

Integrating out the scores vector from equation we obtain the population level model.
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� Equation (2) is an instance of Tucker decomposition with core tensor Ā (flexible and
compact representation of the probability mass function.) [e.g. 4, 1].

� Ā has
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( partial exchangeability assumption in (1)).

� The number of distinct elements in Ā can

be considerably bigger than H p̄/p! (standard
mixed membership with exchangeability as-

sumption [3]).

Theorem 1. Let π0 be a probability tensor defined on the d1 × . . .× dp dimensional simplex,
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, ij = 1 : dj; j = 1 : p} the proposed model rank

H approximation and π̃ be standard mixed membership model approximation of π0 sharing
the same tensor arms, then ‖π0 − π̂‖F ≤ ‖π0 − π̃‖F .

Simulation Study
We consider four simulation scenarios relying on model (1) for different choices of the

distribution P

Posterior mean of membership score vectors, for the proposed model (black dots) and separate model for

the 2 domains using the R package mixedMem (red crosses). The shaded area represents the contour of the

true profile distribution.

Data
We consider the case of Machadinho Settlement Project, located in Rondônia state,
Western Brazilian Amazon (approved in 1982, occupied starting by late 1984 [2]).

�Malaria becomes a problem soon with the proliferation of Anopheles darlingi (principal

diffusion vector).

�Data consists of 4 waves survey conducted in 1984, 1985, 1987 and 1995, administrated
to n = 1693 subjects..

� A core of p = 29 survey items remained immutable in the considered years, and we
focus on these lasts for the determination of social risk profiles.

Profile distributions
The profile distribution P is defined on the space S = conc(SH1

, . . . , SHG
), where SH =

{x ∈ [0, 1]H :
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h=1 xh = 1} be anH-dimensional simplex.
We consider a novelMultivariate Logistic Normal distribution
The probability density function of the given distribution is
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� Σ expresses within group correlation (diagonal blocks) and between group correlation
(off diagonal blocks) of the log-odds for the profiles.

� Invariance respect to: change of baseline category, permutation of the labels, and

merging within group categories.

�Odds ratios and log odds ratios expectation are available in closed form.

� Covariate dependence can be easily introduced in the parameter µ leveraging a multi-
ple regression framework.

Application to Malaria Data

Posterior distribution of expected multivariate mixed membership scores for the considered domains and

years.

Spatial distribution of the multivariate membership scores for 1985. The scores have been divided in risk

classes using quantiles
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